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	Remember the olden days?


	I vaguely remember this odd box called a computer gradually conquering corners of my living room and bedroom. Can you recall those times? We would "use a computer" for some specific tasks, such as writing a letter.


	The term computer was quite popular back then. Now, the word is no longer part of our active vocabulary, let alone "use a computer", who says that anymore? Nobody does. That is because computers are no longer odd boxes in corners. They are the notebooks and mobile phones that we use every day. They are also the hybrids between the two, such as tablets and netbooks. They are the servers that run websites we constantly use as well. Even today's TVs are full-blown computers.


	I find this change fascinating. I think we live in a very exciting time to be participating in the business. All these new devices bring us opportunities enabling us to express our creativity, while their differences challenge us and keep us inventive.


	Unlike PHP or ActionScript, haXe is not designed for one specific purpose. It is just a programming language. That is why it is so versatile. Whether it is the hip new phone in the hands of a Japanese ad girl or a big bulky machine in a server room; whether it has a mouse, a multi-touch screen, a bendable/deformable interface; or even a mind reading sensor, haXe can be remixed and used for the device.


	This means that you can use the same language and even the same codebase across the browser and the server part of your project, for example. To me, that is why haXe is so relevant.


	Benjamin Dasnois is one of the people that has been around since haXe-day one. He remixes haXe to make it fit new needs. Benjamin is best known within the community for working on the Java target. (I would also say, that he is second to none for his funny French accent.)
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Management of Antimicrobials in Infectious DiseasesHumana Press, 2000

	Arch Mainous III, PhD, Claire Pomeroy, MD, and a panel of experienced physicians offer an eminently practical summary of the most effective evidence-based antimicrobial treatments encountered in both hospital and outpatient settings. Focusing on the clinical impact of appropriate diagnosis and treatment, the book emphasizes those newer...
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Nutrition and Gastrointestinal Disease (Clinical Gastroenterology)Humana Press, 2007

	This volume serves as a hands-on, practical reference in nutrition support for the clinical gastroenterologist and for other clinicians with similar interests. The book offers expert nutritional knowledge and management ideas. It also provides methodology for combating problems such as short bowel syndrome, inflammatory bowel disease, celiac...
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Professional SQL Server 2005 Administration (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
SQL Server 2005 is the largest leap forward for SQL Server since its inception. With this update comes new features that will challenge even the most experienced SQL Server DBAs. Written by a team of some of the best SQL Server experts in the industry, this comprehensive tutorial shows you how to navigate the vastly changed landscape of the SQL...
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Modeling, UV Mapping, and Texturing 3D Game Weapons (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
This book is all meat and cuts right to the point - modeling and texturing game weapons like a professional. Written by Christian Chang, weapons modeler on America's Army and now at EA, this book delivers what the reader wants. Starting with a discussion on customizing your modeling application for ease of use, the book emphasizes the importance of...
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Design Thinking for Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses: Putting the Power of Design to WorkApress, 2013

	Design Thinking for Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses: Putting the Power of Design to Work is the first book on the subject for smaller businesses.

	

	Until now, design thinking—a methodology for solving business problems and identifying opportunities—has been the playground for companies with big budgets,...
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Foundations of Multidimensional and Metric Data Structures (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006

	The field of multidimensional data structures is large and growing very quickly. Here, for the first time, is a thorough treatment of multidimensional point data, object and image-based representations, intervals and small rectangles, and high-dimensional datasets. The book includes a thorough introduction; a comprehensive survey to spatial...
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